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B/ Text Exploration          (07 pts) 
1. Find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to the following: 

a) obese (§1) = ………     b) advantages (§2) = ………     c) guarantees (§3) = ……… 

 

2. Give the opposites of the following words keeping the same root. 
 

                           regular   -   active   -   healthy    

 

3. Put the verbs in brackets in the right form. 

            Weight control is the process of losing or avoiding excess body fat. It  (to depend)  on the   

relationship between the amount of food you eat and the energy your body  (to use)   to maintain   

itself or to exercise. This relationship  (to govern)  partly by heredity and other factors that  people   

cannot control. But in general, the less you eat and the more you exercise, the less fat you (to have). 

 

4. Reorder the following sentences to get a coherent passage. 
a) But they are so inactive that, even with a moderate appetite,  

b) Physical inactivity is a leading cause of obesity among the young.  

c) they eat more than they need and accumulate excess fat. 

d) Most of these obese young people do not eat more than young people of average weight.  

 

 

Part two: Written expression                     (05 pts) 
Choose only ONE topic 

Topic 1: 

       Statistics released by the Department of Health show that many young people suffer from  

             different health problems because they are physically inactive. 

                 Write an article of about 80 to 120 words for your school magazine to sensitize your   

             schoolmates about the benefits of physical exercise for health. 

                 Make the best use of the following notes: 
 

- lose weight / prevent against obesity 

- strengthen the immune system 

- reduce stress and anxiety  

 
Topic 2: 

      In some parts of the world, thousands of children are illegally employed and exploited by  

            unscrupulous businesses.  

                Write a letter of about 80 to 120 words to the UNICEF representative in your country to  

            denounce such an unethical practice. 
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 الثاني الموضوع
 

Part One: Reading                                                                                                   (15 pts)  
Read the text carefully to do the activities   
 

       Ethical employees are those who make decisions in the best interest of their employers, co-workers 

and outside stakeholders in addition to themselves. Workplace ethics centre on such diverse issues as 

discrimination, fraud, theft and harassment. Although all people are intrinsically valuable, ethical 

employees can actually be more financially valuable to their employers, and more valued by co-workers 

and peers.  

      Understanding how ethics can make you a better person in the workplace is a solid starting point for a 

commitment to always doing the right thing. Therefore, gaining the trust of your co-workers can enhance 

your productivity by making it easier for you to communicate and work with others in the workplace. 

      Employees who spread distrust can meet resistance when seeking help from others, but trusted co-

workers can always find a helping hand. Gaining the trust of their managers can open doors to workers 

for new responsibilities at work, possibly leading to promotions and pay raise. 

                                                                                

  Adapted from https://smallbusiness.chron.com/ethics- 

 

 

A/ Comprehension                                                                                                  (08 pts)  
 

1. Choose the answer to complete each statement.        
 

a) Ethical workers are those who improve ……. 

- their profits                       - human relationships               - the number of stakeholders. 

b) Workplace can be exposed to ……………. 

- unethical practices.           - unfair competition                  - regular audits. 

              c)  Lack of confidence between workers  ……….. 

                         - saves time and money      - encourages human contact      - affects work quality. 
 

2. Put the following ideas in the order they appear in the text.   
 

a) Mutual trust is important for cooperation at work. 

b) Workplace code of conduct is concerned with unethical behaviours. 

c) Ethical employees contribute more to their employers’ wealth. 
 

3. Answer the following questions according to the text.           
   

a) What unethical practices do workplace ethics focus on? 

b) Why is it important to trust your workmates?  

c) Is confidence between employees and employers fruitful? Justify your answer.  
 

4. Choose the most appropriate title 
 

a)  Decision making in companies.            

b)  Productivity factors in business. 

     c)    Ethics at the workplace.       
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B/ Text Exploration:                                                                                           (07 pts) 
 

1. Find in the text words or phrases that are opposite in meaning to the following..    

                       a) worst (§1) ≠                        b) suspicion (§2) ≠                      c) reduction (§3) ≠ 

 

2. Complete the chart as shown in the example.               

 

 Verb Noun Adjective 

Example to corrupt corruption corrupt 

 …………………. ………………… fraudulent 

 ………………….. communication ………………….. 

 to value ………………… ………………….. 

 

3. Combine each pair of sentences with the connectors given between brackets. Make changes 

where necessary.    

a) Some workers generally get promotions. They respect their company’s code of 

conduct. (as a result) 
 

b) The manager and the workers trust each other. The company’s productivity increases.   

(provided that) 
  

4. Fill in each gap with the appropriate word from the list given.      

                         involved   -     obey    -     professional       -   consequences     
   

           Ethical behaviour and good citizenship can improve your ………(1) ………   and social 

success. In order to be a good citizen, you should consider the ………(2) ……………. of your 

actions,  ………(3) ……  laws and be respectful. By being morally……… (4) …….., you 

encourage others to do the same.  

 

Part two:  Written Expression                                                                            (05 pts) 
Choose only ONE topic  

Topic 1: 

                       Some people are more likely to feel above the law because they are rich. They lie, steal,  

            cheat and engage in other unethical behaviours because their money makes them feel untouchable.   

            Write an opinion article of about 80 to 120 words for the local newspaper to denounce those   

             people and suggest what you can do to become a good citizen. 

             Make the best use of the following notes: 

 encourage whistleblowing 

 engage in anti-corruption associations 

 act ethically and legally 

 respect the rules of the community  
 

Topic 2:  

                   Students who live far from schools, where there are no canteens, are likely to eat whatever  

           they can afford for lunch (junk food, chips, sweets…). Therefore, they often fall sick. Write an  

           article of about 80 to 120 words, for your school magazine, where you suggest solutions to help  

           these students make their eating habits healthier. 

 
 الثانيانتهى الموضوع  


